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Abstract: Right from the days of British India the
Europeans always manufacturing only the working
class in India and elsewhere colonies of Europeans
the working class means it may be blue or white
collar. They are making the colonial population as
working class with cheaper wages to the needs of
their mass production systems. Recently they are
employing lakhs of people from India & other
developing countries in the sectors of "Information
technology and Bio-technology". Because of
economic problems & unemployment the people of
developing & under developing Countries are
running after these jobs. Here we observe there is
no human element moral bindings and sensitive
aspect of relation. But there is only materialistic
life in the western way of education.
Though the education system in ancient
India the scientific development was more
advanced than today's Western science and
technology For Ex - The Brahmastra mentioned in
Ramayana and Mahabharatha was more tactical
polarized effective high-tech like ultimate weapon.
Use of such weapons has been supported by the
observations based data collected by NASA
satellite ATS-6*.
Ancient Indians always maintained the
moral standards to build & maintain a harmonious
human society with very sensitive & tender
relations between persons. The teacher & disciple,
Parents & the children & the elders & youngsters
and always wished the universal peace &
development without hurting single living
organism. The discipline they cultivated has given
the right to live to every creature on this earth. Still
there are no perfect tactical nuclear or laser
weapon with polarisable, energy emission system.
There are number of such examples when we go
through our ancient Indian scientific history, not
the history published and edited by Macleay. By
modern management policies it became the
principle mandate, that squeezing of everybody's
physical & psychological energies. Liberalization
refers to a relaxation of government restrictions in
areas of social and economic policy. With
economic reforms India is set to enter a world of
competition. India has huge human resources with
high earning potential.
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Introduction
To achieve highest immoral luxuries of
some unscrupulous inhuman tycoons, In modern
sense, scientific development means exploitation of
all the resources the biological & physical of this
earth polluting the earth in to a uninhabitable place
for all living organisms.. Because today's student
tomorrows researcher or administrator is building
his education without the human touch and
humanitarian moralities and the history of bad and
good. That is why the modern citizen becoming a
mechanical machine just taking in energy resources
& letting, out toxic waste. So, here in our search on
higher education we found that because the short
vision of the political administrations, economic
managers & public administrators have lost the
balance and future vision of peaceful development
of the future societies by eliminating or
discouraging the social sciences from the curricula
by discriminating with salaries in comparison with
technological
sciences.
To
stabilize
the
deteriorating moral standards in all walks of life,
the political administration should at least now
reform the education system, so that social sciences
should be made compulsory along with techsciences through course curriculum formulation.
Our specific need and necessity to the
future of the nation is to develop the social sciences
and
conventional
courses.
The
science
&technology can be compared to chariot but
charioteer is social sciences. The development of
any nation lies with science and technology, but
without planning, better administration, better
knowledge of history, the estimation of future
economic goals cannot be possible. The social
scientist with human element can only rectify this
problem.
The ancient scientific development was
developed along with individual morality, perfect
social order for peaceful and tolerant universal
coexistence. Any development should not be
encouraged which deviates or degrades human
element and morale of society. Today the total
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development depends upon the digital signal
propagation, where the digit means binary system
i.e 0 &1. It is well known fact the zero is invented
only by ancient mathematicians the atom first
referred by ancient Indian scientist Kanada.
Already we are experiencing the anarchy and
disorder in the management of private and public
administrations,
terrorism,
social
unrest,
commercial and political misbehaviour growing at
large because the present higher education ignoring
the significance of human sciences.

Public Administration is one of the
integral parts of the Political Science or even we
can say the most important of all the other sciences
that is Physical Sciences or Biological Sciences.
Because holding the people together towards
"Peace & Prosperity" is the fundamental principle
of Public Administration. From thousands of years
after much research & practical implementation or
application, still the world has not able to bring an
exemplary political administrative system, Because
the creative science has to deal with the psychology
of crores of people & their existence in day today
life. That is why the science needs still lot of
research by intellectual brains. We cannot tap such
intellectual brains from fewer persons. So, there is
always a need of too many students to study
Political Science to innovate & design the best
possible
administrative
system to
every
contemporary society.
The psychology and needs of the society
changes from time to time, so to maintain the
dynamic nature of the politics the students must
study this science keeping the needs of the future
administrations of the society to become best
"Administrators & Politicians" of the world. Today,
we are visualizing a global state. This needs more
broadminded and intellectual brains with modern
political thought. If we forget the need of this
science we are going to face a chaotic society in
future that will hamper all our progress of all other
sciences. Ultimately the human life will get totally
disturbed.
Whatever the profession you take the
basic need of the society is to meet both ends that
are income & expenditure. This small sentence
needs lot of planning, production and distributionmanagement of these three is Economics. One can't
imagine the society without the expertise & experts
of this science. A scientist of physical sciences or
computer sciences or biological sciences may think
that they can make decisions instantaneously on
any economic issue. But, already the world is
facing flap economy planned by these scientific
pseudo economists. US had proved that computer
intelligence cannot handle economic parameters &
economic principles - the economics or the lively
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hood of the people can be managed only by
economic scientists not by other scientists.
After the disastrous recession of this
century if the people don't understand and keep at
pace with the needs of the world economic
planning & performance & educate them through
economic science. The peaceful & progressive
economic system developed by our predecessors
will totally collapse if we neglect economic
science; the entire world population has to face the
most "tragic economic crisis and poverty."
The history is the conglomeration of all
the deeds and knowledge of past and the shadow of
the present. Whatever the subject you study we
ought to know the basic history i.e the history if the
innovators & details of their inventions. Then only
we can make progress. For example while you are
learning the atomic science you cannot understand
the present developments without the knowledge of
the contributions (history) of the former scientists
of the subject & methods of their developments.
One can only build on the strong basements of the
founders of relevant sciences. This fact is true to all
the subjects including sciences, mathematics and
all the humanities.
Practically, whatever the text book you
open first you find the history of gurus of subjects,
the methods and methodologies of their
development. One cannot escape from this context
and situation, while learning any subject such as
anthropology,
sociology,
philosophy,
or
psychology.
It is a known fact that human being cannot
avoid the learning of Humanities. The modern
society thinking simply that there is no need of
humanities for their existence or development of
our society, forgetting that every subject originates
from glorious past. History also the indicator of rise
and fall of individuals and societies through their
deeds and methods dealt with the contemporaries
where the moral binding defines fate of that
society. The experiences are the real stepping
stones to build a harmonious future society.
"Every discipline has got its own place and
value, its own participation in the development
of the society."
---------------------------------------* Ref-R.K. Bharadwaj, R.S. Oabas, J.B. Lal-" Total
electron content observations at Kurushetra using
ATS-6 Geostationary Satellite"; Indian Journal of
Radio & Space Physics; Vol-5; September 1977.
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